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By Mercedes Lackey

DAW BOOKS, United States, 2014. Paperback. Condition: New. Reprint. Language: English . Brand
New Book. Mercedes Lackey s magical Elemental Masters series recasts familiar fairy tales in a
richly-imagined alternate Victorian world Katie Langford had been part of her family s acrobatic
troupe working in a small traveling circus--until a terrible fire killed her parents. Years later, still with
the circus but stuck in an abusive marriage, Katie fled from her increasingly dangerous husband to
Brighton. As a seaside resort town, Brighton s music halls meant no circus needed to visit. It was as
safe a place as she could find. Lionel Hawkins was a professional magician who had a permanent
job at the Palace Music Hall in Brighton. His shows never failed to enchant the ever-changing
crowds, for his magic was more than just tricks. Lionel was an Air Magician, and he wasn t the only
one at the Palace who had magical abilities. Jack Prescott, the Palace doorman who had lost a leg
in the Boer Wars, had preternatural awareness of all flame, which had saved the Palace from
burning on more than one occasion. When Katie answered the Palace s call for a new assistant with
stage...
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ReviewsReviews

I just began reading this pdf. It is actually writter in straightforward words instead of hard to understand. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely
difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Jensen B ins-- Jensen B ins

Absolutely essential go through ebook. It is actually rally intriguing throgh looking at time. I realized this ebook from my i and dad advised this publication
to understand.
-- Pr of . Dem etr is Ra u III--  Pr of . Dem etr is Ra u III
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